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M E M O R A N D U M 
 
 
TO: NFPA Technical Committee on Building Service and Fire Protection Equipment 
 
FROM: Linda MacKay 
 
DATE: November 15, 2010 
 
SUBJECT: NFPA 5000 ROC TC FINAL Ballot Results (A2011 Cycle) 
 

 
The Final Results of the NFPA 5000 ROC Letter Ballot are as follows:  
 
21  Members Eligible to Vote  
  1  Not Returned (Klinker) 
  6  Negatives (Brown, Donga, Hammerberg, Isman, Reiswig, Wren) 
  0  Abstentions 
 
There are two criteria necessary to pass ballot [(1) affirmative 2/3 vote and (2) simple majority]. 
 

(1) The number of affirmative votes needed for the comment to pass is 14. 
 

(21 eligible to vote - 1 not returned - 0 abstentions = 20 × 0.66 = 13.2. 
 
(2) In all cases, an affirmative vote of at least a simple majority of the total membership 

eligible to vote is required. This is the calculation for simple majority: 
 
          [21 eligible ÷ 2 = 10.5 = (11)] 
 
Reasons for negative votes, etc. from alternate members are not included unless the ballot from 
the principal member was not received. 
 
According to the final ballot results, all ballot items received the necessary 2/3 required 
affirmative votes to pass ballot. 
 
Thank you. 
 
 
Linda MacKay 
Administrative Assistant 



Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 5000
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-167     Log #157  BLD-BSF

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Ignatius Kapalczynski, CT Office of State Fire Marshal

5000-238
Revised/New text to read as follows:

Reconsider.
55.x Buildings that have generators to permit continued occupancy during utility power outages and that require a fire

pump for required fire protection systems shall provide generator power for the fire pump. Buildings using generators
only for non occupancy related conditions such as refrigeration, computers, or non life safety systems shall not be
required to support the fire pump.

Original text clarified. If a building uses generator power to remain occupied, then required fire
protection systems need to be included. If the generator is only for non occupant systems exclusive of fire protection
equipment, it does not need to be included.

No new technical justification has been provided by the submitter. The proposed requirement
addresses a form of life safety system impairment that is already addressed by NFPA 25. The committee stands on its
reasons for the rejection of Proposal 5000-238.

Affirmative: 18  Negative: 2
1  Klinker, R.

DONGA, P.:    If a fire pump is required to maintain the water supply and pressure to sprinklers and standpipes, then
the building's generator should be sized and utilized to accommodate the fire pump during a power outage and for
occupancy of the building.

WREN, C.:    If the sprinklers and/or standpipe have an adequate water supply apart from the fire pump one must
wonder why money would be wasted on the fire pump in the first place.  If the water supply is not adequate without the
fire pump why should the AHJ accept continued full occupancy and operations under power outage conditions without
the installed protection?  It seems disingenuous to me for a designer or building owner/operator to say on the one hand
that a fire pump does not need backup power from a generator because the power utility is "reliable" under the
provisions of NFPA 20 and then provide a generator for the stated purpose that it is necessary or even essential for
continued operations and occupancy of a business.  I do not agree that it is reasonable to plan for and design a backup
power supply for continued occupancy and operations of a building after a loss of utility power and not provide that
power source for a fire pump that is required for proper operation fire safety systems.  If the duration of the fire pump's
operability does not need to match the entire length of time being used to plan for business contingency, then establish
limits as to the duration expected for the backup power source to supply the fire pump.

1Printed on  11/15/2010



Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 5000
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-168     Log #86  BLD-BSF

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Building Code,

5000-239
Reconsider the proposal from BLD-MER on Proposal 5000-239a that does not support inclusion of

this text.
Determine if there a reason to retain the new section due to the scope differences between NFPA 101

and NFPA 5000 or if the requirements should be identical.

The committee recognizes the issues raised in the substantiations provided by the Technical
Committees on Detention and Correctional Occupancies, Board and Care Facilities, and Mercantile and Business
Occupancies, for the rejection of Proposal 5000-239. Additional study of the issue is warranted, and collaboration with
the occupancy committees would be valuable. The comment is being held for since the timing of the ROC does not
allow for such collaboration for this revision cycle.

Affirmative: 20
1  Klinker, R.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-169     Log #158  BLD-BSF

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Ignatius Kapalczynski, CT Office of State Fire Marshal

5000-239
New text to read as follows:

Reconsider.
Alternative fire suppression systems are generally provided for one of two reasons

a. for the protection of equipment that is sensitive to damage by water
b. for fires adversely affected by the application of water
The first condition is not a life safety concern and should not be a consideration
The second condition is addressed by other standards.
Adding 55.2 clarifies “protected throughout an approved sprinkler system”
Protected throughout by an approved sprinkler system, refers to a system in accordance with NFPA 13. NFPA 13 lists

areas where sprinkler protection may be omitted. These should be the only areas that this chapter recognizes. The
commentary to IFC 903.1.1 which states “Although the use of an alternative extinguishing system allowed by 904, such
as a carbon dioxide system or clean-agent system, would satisfy the requirements of Section 903.2, it would not be
considered an acceptable alternative for the purpose of exceptions, reductions of other code trade-offs that would be
applicable if an automatic sprinkler system were installed” recognizes the value of a sprinkler system in accordance with
NFPA 13. If ICC recognizes NFPA 13 as the standard for the installation of sprinkler systems, NFPA 101 should.

To accept a clean agent fire extinguishing system as an equivalent to automatic sprinklers for the purpose of life safety
would not be an even exchange. Just one example of this is duration. Total flooding fire suppression for a clean agent
extinguishing system involves the discharge of a clean extinguishing agent that is typically required to provide protection
within the design envelope for a minimum ten to twenty minute period. The average required duration for an automatic
sprinkler system protecting an ordinary hazard occupancy is 60 minutes.

The committee recognizes the issues raised in the substantiations provided by the Technical
Committees on Detention and Correctional Occupancies, Board and Care Facilities, and Mercantile and Business
Occupancies, for the rejection of Proposal 5000-239. Additional study of the issue is warranted, and collaboration with
the occupancy committees would be valuable. The comment is being held for since the timing of the ROC does not
allow for such collaboration for this revision cycle.

Affirmative: 20
1  Klinker, R.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 5000
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-170     Log #159  BLD-BSF

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Ignatius Kapalczynski, CT Office of State Fire Marshal

5000-239a
New text to read as follows:

Reconsider.
Alternative fire suppression systems are generally provided for one of two reasons

a. for the protection of equipment that is sensitive to damage by water
b. for fires adversely affected by the application of water
The first condition is not a life safety concern and should not be a consideration
The second condition is addressed by other standards.
Adding 55.2 clarifies “protected throughout an approved sprinkler system”
Protected throughout by an approved sprinkler system, refers to a system in accordance with NFPA 13. NFPA 13 lists

areas where sprinkler protection may be omitted. These should be the only areas that this chapter recognizes. The
commentary to IFC 903.1.1 which states “Although the use of an alternative extinguishing system allowed by 904, such
as a carbon dioxide system or clean-agent system, would satisfy the requirements of Section 903.2, it would not be
considered an acceptable alternative for the purpose of exceptions, reductions of other code trade-offs that would be
applicable if an automatic sprinkler system were installed” recognizes the value of a sprinkler system in accordance with
NFPA 13. If ICC recognizes NFPA 13 as the standard for the installation of sprinkler systems, NFPA 101 should.

To accept a clean agent fire extinguishing system as an equivalent to automatic sprinklers for the purpose of life safety
would not be an even exchange. Just one example of this is duration. Total flooding fire suppression for a clean agent
extinguishing system involves the discharge of a clean extinguishing agent that is typically required to provide protection
within the design envelope for a minimum ten to twenty minute period. The average required duration for an automatic
sprinkler system protecting an ordinary hazard occupancy is 60 minutes.

The committee recognizes the issues raised in the substantiations provided by the Technical
Committees on Detention and Correctional Occupancies, Board and Care Facilities, and Mercantile and Business
Occupancies, for the rejection of Proposal 5000-239. Additional study of the issue is warranted, and collaboration with
the occupancy committees would be valuable. The comment is being held for since the timing of the ROC does not
allow for such collaboration for this revision cycle.

Affirmative: 20
1  Klinker, R.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-171     Log #162  BLD-BSF

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Ignatius Kapalczynski, CT Office of State Fire Marshal

5000-240
New text to read as follows:

Reconsider.
NFPA 720 is now an accepted reference in new Section 9.8.

NFPA 720 is referenced by NFPA 5000 via Proposal 5000-245b.

Affirmative: 20
1  Klinker, R.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 5000
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-172     Log #87  BLD-BSF

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Building Code,

5000-241
Reconsider the proposal in light of the Explanation of Negative ballots.  NFPA 72, 4.4.5 Exception

No. 2 was deleted for the 2010 edition.
The Explanation of Negative provides new information not available to the committee when it took

action at its ROP meeting.  The Standards Council policy on actions that an occupancy document committee needs to
take if it wants to deviate from an installation document must be followed.

Continue to accept Proposal 5000-241 and add a new A.55.2.1.4.1.2 as follows:
It is recognized that a building protected throughout by an approved, supervised automatic sprinkler

system meets the goals of the Code without the need for protecting fire alarm equipment by smoke detection, unless
such smoke detection is specifically required by the applicable occupancy chapters. Although this exemption is not
permitted by NFPA 72, , this Code recognizes means and methods other than fire alarm
devices to meet its goals, as specified in Chapter 4, to provide an environment for occupants that is reasonably safe
from fire.

In accordance with NFPA policy, the proposed annex note explains that NFPA 5000 differs
from NFPA 72, and explains the reason for the different requirements. The occupancy chapters can require protection of
the fire alarm equipment with smoke detection to meet the goals of the Code, but they can also use many other means
and methods. Even where smoke detection is provided over the equipment identified by this section (control unit, power
extenders, and transmission equipment), a fire can easily render the entire fire alarm system completely inoperable if
the fire were to burn through the fire alarm cabling in a room or area that has no detection or sprinklers. The Code
addresses this fact and relies on sprinkler and other criteria, in addition to fire alarm systems, to meet its goals and
objectives.

Affirmative: 15  Negative: 5
1  Klinker, R.

BROWN, P.:    Creates a conflict with NFPA 72.
HAMMERBERG, T.:    I do not agree that simply having a sprinkler system negates the value of using a smoke

detector to protect fire alarm equipment due to time delays caused by retard mechanisms in water flow switches and the
potential of water pouring on the control equipment. NFPA 72, 2010 has deleted the sprinkler exception for the smoke
detector protecting the control equipment.

ISMAN, K.:    While we agree that most occupancies with fire sprinklers can be protected without smoke detectors in
many locations, we are concerned with the protection of the control unit, which is as much a part of the sprinkler system
as it is a part of the alarm system.

REISWIG, R.:    The BSF TC should have acted and changed the language to correlate with scope statements made
during the ROP. The BSF TC stated during the ROP that "The scope is to protect occupants and not equipment. In a
sprinklered building, the occupants are protected." The committee further stated "NFPA 72 contains survivability
requirements for continued operation of fire alarm systems."

WREN, C.: I agree that in many cases (most) the alarm system will respond before water or fire damage can
preclude its operation. But, I do not think this is a sure outcome and system operation needs to be assured. We need to

remain consistent with NFPA 72 on this issue.

4Printed on  11/15/2010



Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 5000
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-173     Log #156  BLD-BSF

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Ignatius Kapalczynski, CT Office of State Fire Marshal

5000-243
New text to read as follows:

Reconsider.
When selective occupant notification is utilized in accordance with 9.6.3.6.2, the portions of the building that do not

receive the initial notification of alarm shall be separated from areas of the immediate emergency and initial evacuation
by construction having a fire resistance rating of at least 1 hour.

Without a fire barrier it is possible for selective occupant notification to occur within a single common
fire area.

No new technical justification has been provided by the submitter. It is also noted that
A.55.2.3.6.2 provides guidance on considerations for selective notification, including building compartmentation.

Affirmative: 19  Negative: 1
1  Klinker, R.

DONGA, P.:    There is a need for appropriate criteria for establishing evacuation zone boundaries when selective
evacuation is utilized.  Mr. Kapalalczynski's substantiation is appropriate.

5Printed on  11/15/2010



Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 5000
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-174     Log #137  BLD-BSF

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.

5000-239
Insert a new annex note to 55.5 as follows:

“A.55.5 There are typically two different ways that extinguishing systems other than fire sprinkler systems are used.
The first is when the entire building is protected with one of these alternate systems. When this is the case, the
exceptions, reductions and alternative code provisions that are offered as options when fire sprinkler systems are
installed should not be granted to the other extinguishing system unless the other system has demonstrated the same
temperature control during a fire and reliability of operation as a fire sprinkler system. Reliability of operation needs to
extend to the long-term use of the other system and an analysis of the reliability of the component parts. Some
component of other extinguishing systems can show reliability data from their use in systems outside of fire protection
where they get exercised on a regular basis, but acceptance on this basis is cautioned because many mechanical parts
that sit for a long time without being exercised, as fire protection systems need to do, may not have the same reliability.
A reliability analysis should also take into account inspection, testing and maintenance criteria and the likelihood of a
building owner knowing and understanding what needs to be performed to keep the other system operational.

The second manner in which other systems are used as alternatives to fire sprinkler systems are in individual rooms or
spaces of otherwise sprinklered occupancies. Here the Authority Having Jurisdiction needs to use some judgment in the
application of exceptions, reductions and alternative code provisions that are offered for sprinklered occupancies. The
permission to utilize such exceptions, reductions and alternative code provisions far from the space with the other fire
protection system should be granted. Closer to the space with the alternate system, exceptions, reductions and
alternate code provisions for sprinklers could be granted if the system was analyzed as discussed above and found to
be equivalent to a fire sprinkler system.”

After experiencing the discussion from the SAF-BSF committee and several of the occupancy
committees, it is clear that something needs to be said in the Life Safety Code about this subject. But a blanket ban on
using the sprinkler “trade-ups”, or a blanket statement that you can always use the sprinkler “trade-ups”, does not seem
to work either way. Some judgment needs to be used depending on the type of alternative system proposed and the
extent to which it is substituting for the sprinkler system. Some of these alternative systems are very good fire protection
agents with a good history. Others are just coming to the market place and are using equipment that has not traditionally
been used in fire protection systems and we just don’t know how well they will work in the long-run. The annex note
seemed to be the best way to provide guidance to AHJ’s for now.

The comment is being held in conjunction with Comments 5000-168, 5000-169, and
5000-170. Additional collaboration with the occupancy committees is warranted, and the timing of the ROC does not
permit such collaboration for this revision cycle.

Affirmative: 20
1  Klinker, R.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 5000
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-175     Log #138  BLD-BSF

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.

5000-246
Accept proposal 5000-246.

The building code needs to contain all of the provisions for constructing a building. It is completely
irresponsible of a design professional (architect or engineer) to consider constructing a building and not consider where
the water is going to come from to fight a fire in that building. It is completely within the scope of the “Building
Construction and Safety Code” to force a design professional to think about fire safety when they are constructing the
building.

Affirmative: 20
1  Klinker, R.
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